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BACKGROUND 

The Michigan State University (MSU) College of Law’s history dates to 1891 when the Detroit College of 

Law was established to serve residents of Detroit. In 1995, the Law College affiliated with Michigan State 

University, thereby providing students access to a wealth of resources and opportunities while preserving 

the school’s student-centric culture. As a private, nonprofit, independent law college that is academically 

integrated into one of the nation’s premier research universities, the Law College’s academic policies are 

aligned with those of the university, and the dean represents the Law College whenever MSU deans 

gather. 

 

Nationally, law school applications have been on the decline, with MSU at a higher rate. In general, this 

decline has reached a plateau for most schools while MSU’s rate has continued to plummet. The 

assumption is that this is, in part, due to the negative PR plaguing the university over the past two to three 

years. The COL asked Güd Marketing to assist in increasing the yield of J.D. applicants for Spring 2019. 

With a limited budget, Güd Marketing recommended specifically targeting accepted students. 

 

RESEARCH 

Güd Marketing conducted secondary research to understand the goals and objectives of the COL and the 

factors involved in deciding on a law school. From our research, we learned that the top sources of 

information considered when deciding to attend a private law school include the law school’s website and 

word-of-mouth reputation. 

 

PLANNING 

Working within our client’s tight budget constraints, and with lists of potential and accepted students, Güd 

Marketing developed a social media strategy to raise awareness of the college for potential students and 

to encourage accepted students to commit. 

 

The strategy included ongoing communications with potential and accepted students throughout the 

enrollment process, so MSU College of Law stayed top of mind. This was achieved through Facebook 

and Instagram, with timely information appearing in prospective students’ feeds along with Facebook 

Messenger. 

 

Güd Marketing created a social media marketing plan to encourage one-third of the students accepted 

into the MSU College of Law to enroll (roughly 200 students). 

 

BUDGET 

The COL approved Güd Marketing’s social media advertising plan to target accepted and potential 

students by encouraging enrollment and application. In total, the budget for paid social media and 

execution was $5,000.   

 

EXECUTION 
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The strategy for the first three campaigns was to attract audiences and raise awareness of MSU College 

of Law as an option for law school. 

 

The first campaign was a pre-priority Fall Enrollment Campaign for prospective and like-minded students 

that encouraged application on the “Apply to J.D. Law Landing Page.” 

 

The second campaign was a post-priority Fall Enrollment Retargeting Campaign for students who had 

engaged but not applied, also encouraging application on the “Apply to J.D. Law Landing Page.” 

 

The third campaign was also a post-priority Visit Day/Virtual Visit Day Campaign for accepted students 

who hadn’t signed up for a Visit Day, encouraging audiences to schedule an in-person or online visit, 

knowing that by attending, they would be more likely to enroll. This was served only to those students 

who hadn’t signed up for an Admitted Student Visit Day previously. 

 

The strategy for the next two campaigns was to convert audiences and encourage accepted students to 

commit. 

 

The fourth campaign was a First Deposit Deadline Campaign targeted at accepted students who hadn’t 

made a first or second deposit. This campaign aligned with the Admitted Student Visit Day campaign and 

encouraged accepted students to make their first deposit and reserve their spot with the COL. 

 

Starting 10 days after the first deposit campaign ended, we promoted a sense of urgency for accepted 

students who had made their first deposits to commit and make their final deposit. The fifth campaign was 

a Final Deposit Deadline Campaign targeted at accepted students who had made a first deposit. This 

campaign encouraged them to pay their second enrollment deposit online. 

 

Each ad campaign was approved by the COL and scheduled through Facebook’s Business Manager. 

While in market, our team provided daily monitoring, responding and optimization. The COL staff 

continuously relayed to us how many applications and commitments were coming in so that we could 

update the target list as soon as we received the information. 

 

Once the campaigns ended, a success report – including media metrics and client outcomes – was done. 

This information will help to optimize future COL campaigns. 

 

RESULTS 

The COL recruitment campaign series performed beyond all expectations. We delivered 202,226 

impressions that reached 16,911 potential students. But more important, this campaign helped bring in 

292 commitments, 92 more than the goal of 200. Moreover, the campaign helped secure 2.5 times more 

deposits than the previous year. Such success has led COL to double its investment for the 2020 

campaign.  

 


